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Insurer Owes No Duty of Good Faith to Advise
Insured of LimitaVon Period
In Usanovic v. Penncorp Life Insurance Company (La Capitale Financial
Security Insurance Company), 2017 ONCA 395, the Ontario Court of
Appeal held that an insurer’s duty of good faith did not require it to
give noBce of the limitaBon period to its insured for an acBon to be
brought against it. The Court held that while the legislatures of some
provinces have imposed a statutory obligaBon to that eﬀect, there is
no such requirement in Ontario. Whether there should be is a maKer
that should be leL to the legislature.
Background
The claimant Mr. Usanovic (“Usanovic”) was a self-employed
eavestrough installer. In 1999, he bought an insurance policy from the
insurer Penncorp Life Insurance Company. The policy insured him
against disability arising from accidents. In 2004, he purchased
addiBonal coverage for disability arising from sickness.
In September 2007, Usanovic fell from a roof and suﬀered serious
injuries. He received disability beneﬁts unBl November 2011, when the
insurer terminated its payments because he no longer had a “total
disability”, as deﬁned by the policy.
On January 12, 2012, the insurer’s lawyer wrote to Usanovic explaining
that since beneﬁts had been paid for 24 months, he was not enBtled to
receive further beneﬁts unless he was unable to engage in any and
every occupaBon for which he was reasonably ﬁt by reason of his
educaBon, training and experience. A review of the medical
informaBon on his ﬁle did not support the conclusion that he had a
total disability. Moreover, surveillance undertaken by the insurer was
inconsistent with the limitaBons from which Usanovic claimed to be
suﬀering.
The lawyer’s leKer added, “If you disagree with this decision, please
submit, within sixty days of receipt of this leKer, medical records in
support of your claim for total disability from any occupaBon for which
you are reasonably trained and educated”.
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FIRM AND INDUSTRY NEWS
•
Louis Amato-Gauci was a speaker on a panel dealing with "TransiBon and
Crossover: Cross Border Transit in NAFTA's Uncertain Times," at the 88th annual meeBng
of the AssociaVon of TransportaVon Law Professionals, that took place in AusBn, Texas,
June 24-27, 2017.
Toronto TransportaVon Club’s Ladies on the Links will be held on July 20th, 2017
•
at the ClubLink Country Club, Woodbridge. Kim Stoll, Carole McAfee Wallace, Jaclyne
Reive and Andrea Fernandes will be in aKendance.
•
Global Law Experts has named Fernandes Hearn LLP Transport Law - Law Firm of
the Year in Canada
•
Fernandes Hearn LLP is one of the sponsors for the Marine & Energy Symposium
of the Americas 2018 (“MESA 2018”) conference in Toronto April 18-20, 2018 in Toronto.
The following is the program for the conference.
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INVITATION TO MESA 2018 CONFERENCE
Fernandes Hearn LLP is one of the sponsors for the Marine & Energy Symposium of the
Americas 2018 (“MESA 2018”) conference in Toronto April 18-20, 2018 in Toronto. The
following is the program for the conference.
Where? Omni King Edward Hotel, Toronto Canada
When? 18-20 April 2018
Registra.on: Opens July 1, 2017 hKp://www.marineenergysymposium.com
Wednesday, April 18, 2018
6:00 - 8:00 pm
6:30 - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm

RegistraBon - Mezzanine, Omni King Edward Hotel
Opening RecepBon - Palm Court, Omni King Edward Hotel
Dinner on your own - or join us at a pre-arranged restaurant

Thursday, April 19, 2018
8:00 am to noon RegistraBon - Mezzanine, Omni King Edward Hotel
Time

Joint Session - Vanity Fair Ballroom

9:00 to 10:00 am

ArcBc ExploraBon and Shipping / The Polar Code

10:00 to 11:00 am

Seabed Mining

11:00 to 11:15

Coﬀee Break

11:15 am to 12:15 pm

Oﬀshore ExploraBon and ExploitaBon: Liability and
CompensaBon Issues

12:15 pm to 1:15 pm

Lunch - Keynote Address

Concurrent Session Time

Session A - Vanity Fair

1:15 to 2:15 pm

ApplicaBon of JurisdicBon LNG Contracts and
Clauses in Diﬀerent
TransportaBon
Countries

2:20 to 3:20 pm

Arrest of Vessels in
Various JurisdicBons &
AlternaBves

Update on HNS ConvenBon

3:25 to 4:25 pm

Issues Arising from
Project Cargo

Port Security and Liability

6:00 PM

Session B - Kensington

MESA 2018 Cocktail RecepBon and Dinner – Hotel
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Friday, April 20, 2018
Concurrent Session

Session A - Vanity Fair

9:00 to 9:55 am

LimitaBon of Liability by
Impact of Climate Change on
Statute - ConvenBons and Shipping and Energy Projects
in Contracts

10:00 to 10:45 am

Autonomous Ships and
Equipment

Cyberterrorism in
TransportaBon and Energy
Projects

10:45 to 11:00 am

Coﬀee

Coﬀee

11:00 to 11:45 am

Roles and Risks for
Forwarders in the Next
Decade

Pipeline Technologies,
Development Issues and
LiBgaBon

11:55 am to 12:45 pm

Emerging Issues in
Insurance
in Marine and Energy

Wind Turbine LiBgaBon

12:45 pm to 2:00 pm

Session B - Kensington

Lunch – PresentaBon on ArbitraBon in Canada
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Usanovic did not provide new medical records in
response to the leKer. He claimed in an aﬃdavit
that he had sent a leKer to the insurer,
protesBng the terminaBon of his
beneﬁts. The insurer denied having received that
leKer.
In cross-examinaBon, Usanovic admiKed that he
knew his beneﬁts had been terminated, had
received the lawyer’s leKer, had read the policy
over, had discussed the maKer with his wife
many Bmes and had considered hiring a lawyer,
but could not aﬀord to do so.
In early 2015, Usanovic consulted counsel, who
told him that there was a two-year limitaBon
period regarding his claim. Usanovic alleged
that, had the insurance company told him about
the limitaBon period when it denied his claim,
he would have brought an acBon earlier. He
commenced this acBon in April 2015, more than
two years aLer the terminaBon of his beneﬁts
and receipt of the leKer from the insurer’s
lawyer.
The Decision of the MoDons Judge
The Court of Appeal reviewed the decision of the
judge before whom the original applicaBon had
been brought. In the court below Usanovic
submiKed that the insurer’s duty of good faith
and fair dealing obliged it to advise its insured of
the applicable limitaBon period regarding the
denial or disconBnuance of insurance beneﬁts
and that the two-year limitaBon period did not
begin to run unBl the insurer gave this noBce.
The moBon judge rejected this argument. He
observed that, “in my view, the extension of the
law proposed by the plainBﬀ [Usanovic] would
represent a substanBal shiL in the boundaries of
the obligaBon of good faith and fair dealing
on insurers as they are presently
understood” (at para. 38).
The moBon judge’s core conclusions, at paras.
40-42, were as follows:
It would appear that, at its highest, the
obligaBon of good faith and fair dealing
arguably carries with it a posiBve
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obligaBon on an insurer to inform
its insured of the nature of the beneﬁts
available under the policy. There is a
marked diﬀerence, however, between
imposing on an insurer a posiBve
obligaBon to advise with respect to rights
and beneﬁts internal to the policy and
the imposiBon of an obligaBon to advise
with respect to the applicaBon of law
external to the policy, such as pursuant
to the LimitaDons Act.
In my view the court should be
circumspect in extending the common
law to impose posiBve obligaBons of
general applicaBon on parBes,
parBcularly where the implicaBons of so
doing are unknown. The law
of insurance is broadly occupied by
legislaBon and in my view it should be
leL to the legislature to regulate, if it
deems it necessary and appropriate, the
nature and extent of informaBon which
must be given by insurers to
their insureds upon denial of beneﬁts,
including the existence and details of
applicable limitaBon periods.
I ﬁnd that there was no obligaBon in law
on the defendant to advise the plainBﬀ
of the applicable limitaBon period in
the LimitaDons Act.
Court of Appeal
JusBce George Strathy, Chief JusBce of Ontario,
wriBng for a unanimous panel, summarized the
law in Ontario as follows:
1.
ParBes to an insurance contract owe
each other a duty of utmost good faith;
2.
This duty requires an insurer to deal with
claims by its insured in good faith;
3.
The duty of good faith is not the same as
a ﬁduciary duty. In contrast to a ﬁduciary duty,
the insurer is not obliged to treat the insured’s
interests as paramount. However,
the insurer must give as much consideraBon to
the welfare of the insured as to its own
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interests. This requirement is based on the
recogniBon that the insured is typically in a
vulnerable posiBon when making a claim;
4.
The scope of the duty of good faith has
not been precisely delineated or deﬁniBvely
seKled. Although the assessment is fact-speciﬁc
and will depend on the parBcular circumstances
of each case, courts have recognized some
general requirements of the duty of good faith;
5.
The duty of good faith requires
an insurer to act both promptly and fairly when
invesBgaBng, assessing and aKempBng to
resolve claims made by its insureds.
The ﬁrst part of this duty speaks to the
Bmeliness in which a claim is processed by
the insurer. Although an insurer may be
responsible to pay interest on a claim paid aLer
delay, delay in payment may nevertheless
operate to the disadvantage of an insured.
The insured, having suﬀered a loss, will
frequently be under ﬁnancial pressure to seKle
the claim as soon as possible in order to redress
the situaBon that underlies the claim. The duty
of good faith obliges the insurer to act with
reasonable promptness during each step of the
claims process. Included in this duty is the
obligaBon to pay a claim in a Bmely manner
when there is no reasonable basis to contest
coverage or to withhold payment.
The duty of good faith also requires an insurer to
deal with its insured’s claim fairly. The duty to
act fairly applies both to the manner in which
the insurer invesBgates and assesses the claim
and to the decision whether or not to pay the
claim. In making a decision whether to refuse
payment of a claim from its insured,
an insurer must assess the merits of the claim in
a balanced and reasonable manner. It must not
deny coverage or delay payment in order to take
advantage of the insured’s economic
vulnerability or to gain bargaining leverage in
negoBaBng a seKlement. A decision by
an insurer to refuse payment should be based
on a reasonable interpretaBon of its obligaBons
under the policy. This duty of fairness, however,
does not require that an insurer necessarily be
correct in making a decision to dispute its
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obligaBon to pay a claim. Mere denial of a claim
that ulBmately succeeds is not, in itself, an act of
bad faith.
JusBce Strathy noted that, “in this case,
however, we are asked to do
something more than impose a duty of good
faith on insurers to disclose the contents of
the insurance policy. We are asked to extend the
duty of good faith to require an insurer to
disclose informaBon outside the policy – namely,
the existence of a limitaBon period.”
JusBce Strathy also noted that some
commentators have suggested that it would be
severe and unfair for the insured to be denied
beneﬁts when the insurer was aware of the
limitaBon period, but the insured was not. He
also noted that the BriBsh Columbia Court of
Appeal has directly addressed this issue and
concluded that the insurer is not obliged to
advise the insured of the limitaBon period,
although some members of the court suggested
that it may be advisable to do so.
The Court noted that while no court has
imposed a duty on the insurer to inform
the insured of the limitaBon period, some
legislatures have done so. In BriBsh Columbia, a
regulaBon introduced in 2012 requires
the insurer to give wriKen noBce to the claimant
of the applicable statutory limitaBon period
when it denies the claim or within a short Bme
thereaLer. There are excepBons for claimants
represented by legal counsel and those making
certain types of claims. If the insurer fails to
provide the requisite noBce, the running of the
limitaBon period is suspended. Alberta has also
adopted speciﬁc noBce requirements. Pursuant
to a 2012 amendment to the Fair PracDces
RegulaDon an insurer must give wriKen noBce of
the applicable limitaBon period within ﬁve
business days of denying a claim. The noBce is
not required when the insurer is aware the
claimant is represented by counsel and for
certain types of claims. If the insurer fails to give
that noBce, the court may, on applicaBon of the
claimant, order that the applicable limitaBon
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period be extended and grant any other remedy
that the court considers appropriate.

noBce, but also the consequences of failing to
do so.”

Ontario has not gone as far as Alberta and
BriBsh Columbia. However, the Insurance Act
was amended in 2012 to require life, disability
and creditors insurers to include the following
statement in the insurance policy and cerBﬁcate:

In this well reasoned decision, JusBce Strathy
summarized the issue:

Every acBon or proceeding against
an insurer for the recovery
of insurance money payable under the
contract is absolutely barred unless
commenced within the Bme set out in
the LimitaDons Act, 2002.
JusBce Strathy concluded that the Ontario
legislature might have gone further than it did,
for example, by adopBng the approach taken in
Alberta or BriBsh Columbia. It presumably chose
not to do so and, “in my respectul view, the
court should not impose consumer protecBon
measures on insurers, outside the terms of their
policies, that the legislature has not seen ﬁt to
require. A properly craLed regime, such as those
in eﬀect in Alberta and BriBsh Columbia, would
not only have to specify the requirement to give

The consequences of the appellant’s
[Usanovic’s] proposed expansion of the
duty of good faith are signiﬁcant. The
appellant’s interpretaBon would
eﬀecBvely judicially overrule the
provisions of the LimitaDons Act, 2002 by
making noBce given by an insurer to
an insured the trigger for the limitaBon
period, rather than discoverability of the
underlying claim. This would defeat the
purpose of the statute and bring
ambiguity, rather than clarity, to the
process.
The appeal was dismissed.
Rui M. Fernandes
Follow Rui M. Fernandes on TwiLer
@RuiMFernandes and on Linkedin. See also his
blog at hKp://transportlaw.blogspot.ca
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2. TransportaVon Safety Board Finds Large
Wave Caused Leviathan II Capsizing
On June 16th the TransportaBon Safety Board
released its invesBgaBve report on the capsizing
of the passenger vessel Leviathan II. A summary
of the report follows.
Background
On 25 October 2015, at approximately three
o’clock in the aLernoon, the passenger
vessel Leviathan II was on a whale-watching
excursion with 27 people on board when it
capsized oﬀ Plover Reefs in Clayoquot Sound,
BriBsh Columbia. The subsequent rescue
operaBon recovered 21 survivors, which
included 18 passengers and 3 crew members.
There were 6 fataliBes. As a result of the
capsizing, approximately 2000 litres of fuel
leaked into the water.
The OperaDons
The operator and owner of the vessel, Jamie's
Whaling StaBon Ltd., has been conducBng tours
out of Toﬁno and Ucluelet, BriBsh Columbia,

since 1982 and operates a ﬂeet that included
3 small passenger vessels and 6 rigid-hull
inﬂatable boats (RHIBs). It oﬀers whale-watching
excursions seasonally from March to October,
and approximately 25 000 passengers travel on
these vessels each year.
A typical whale-watching trip takes 2.5 to
3 hours, and the vessels travel various routes
between the south end of Long Beach and
Rafael Point on the coast of Flores Island, a
distance of approximately 28 nauBcal miles.
These routes change depending upon weather
condiBons and the locaBons where whales and
other marine wildlife, such as sea lions and
oKers, are most likely to be found at any given
Bme. As part of the experience, in order to
observe wildlife, it is not unusual for the
vessels to pass close to land, and the vessels
rouBnely travel near Plover Reefs.
Whale-watching excursions are weatherdependent, and trips are cancelled when
condiBons are likely to aﬀect the comfort and
safety of passengers. The company relies on
the masters to determine when a trip must be
cancelled because of poor condiBons.

Photo: TSB Report M15P0347 Leviathan II (Source: David Bly)
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On 25 October 2015, 24 passengers arrived at
the whaling staBon in Toﬁno for a whalewatching trip on board the Leviathan II. The
master had checked the weather forecast on the
Environment Canada website before the voyage,
which was his ﬁrst of the day. The forecast
predicted southeast winds at 15 to 25 knots,
becoming variable at 10 to 20 knots in the
aLernoon, and becoming northwest at 15 to
25 knots in the evening. The wave-height
forecast predicted seas of 2 m, building to 3 to
4 m in the aLernoon, and subsiding to 2 m near
midnight. The master also checked the wave
condiBons recorded at the La Perouse Bank
weather buoy. The signiﬁcant wave height was
between 2.6 m and 2.9 m, with a wave period of
9 to 10 seconds. The weather forecast was also
available at the whaling staBon for the
informaBon of passengers.
While the Leviathan II was proceeding to
Plover Reefs so that the passengers could
observe sea lions, there was a swell of
approximately 2 m from the southeast. On
approaching Plover Reefs, the master visually
assessed the sea condiBons and checked for the
presence of breaking waves, in parBcular at a
spot south of the reef that the company's
masters commonly used to determine prevailing
condiBons. There were no signs of breaking
waves or aerated water or foam in the
surrounding area, other than on the edge of the
reef itself.
The Leviathan II ﬁrst proceeded along the south
side of Plover Reefs and then made a 180° turn
and returned to the southeast side of the reef,
where the sea lions were located, to provide
passengers on both sides of the vessel with an
opportunity to view them. Shortly before 1500,
the master was maintaining the vessel's posiBon
on a northerly heading approximately 100 m oﬀ
the reef in water that was approximately 7 m
deep while the passengers were watching the
sea lions on the port side. As the vessel was
deparBng toward the north side of the reef, the
master and one deckhand heard a noise and
looked aL, at which Bme they saw a large
breaking wave bearing down on the vessel's
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starboard quarter. The top of the wave was
reported to be above the ﬂying bridge. The
master reached for the throKles in an aKempt to
turn the vessel to port so that the vessel would
encounter the wave on the stern. However, at
that moment, the wave struck the vessel's
starboard quarter, causing the vessel to broach
and rapidly capsize.
As the vessel capsized, one deckhand and most
of the passengers fell into the water. The master
and the other deckhand were iniBally trapped
inside the ﬂying bridge.
Twenty-one survivors were rescued and
transferred to Toﬁno, where they were aKended
to by emergency health services. Some of the
passengers suﬀered from hypothermia, ranging
from mild to severe. Five bodies were recovered
on the day of the occurrence and, one remaining
passenger was found on 18 November 2015.
Vessel and Personnel CerDﬁcaDon
The Leviathan II was cerBﬁed, manned, and
equipped in accordance with exisBng
regulaBons.
The master and crew were adequately cerBﬁed
and experienced.
The stability booklet for the Leviathan II was
approved by Transport Canada (“TC”) on
12 December 1996, and a copy was stored on
board the vessel.
In order to assess the stability of
the Leviathan II at the Bme of the occurrence
and factors that may have aﬀected it, the
TransportaBon Safety Board (“TSB”) developed
a detailed computer model of the vessel and
performed various stability calculaBons. The
conclusions of this TSB stability assessment are
as follows:
1. The modiﬁcaBons that were made to the
vessel since it entered service in 1996 resulted
in a small change to the esBmated lightship
weight and centre of gravity and did not have a
signiﬁcant impact on the stability of the vessel.
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2. With consumables, passengers, and crew
distributed as at the Bme of the occurrence,
the vessel's stability met and exceeded TC
stability standards for normal operaBng
condiBons.
3. The results of the stability assessment with
applied waves are consistent with the
observed behaviour of the vessel at the Bme of
the occurrence; that is, a rapid capsizing to
port aLer having been struck on the starboard
quarter by a large steep wave. The evaluaBon
did not point to passenger load and
distribuBon as being a likely factor aﬀecBng
the outcome of the occurrence, nor were any
other possible contribuBng factors idenBﬁed,
such as water ingress.
4. The stability standards established by TC do
not explicitly evaluate a vessel's risk when
operaBng in a wave environment. Although
compliance with the standards implies a
measure of safety against capsizing in a
seaway, the standards do not address
exposure to extreme circumstances such as
large breaking waves or surf-like condiBons. In
this regard, TC stability standards are
consistent with internaBonal standards in
warning vessel masters that operaBonal
measures must be taken to miBgate the risk of
capsizing according to the prevailing
circumstances.
4. The results highlight the signiﬁcance of
encounter angle as a factor aﬀecBng the
vessel's stability in waves. Speciﬁcally, the risk
of capsizing is signiﬁcantly reduced when the
encounter angle is such that the vessel is
meeBng the wave head on.
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approached the vessel from the starboard
quarter. Moments before it struck the vessel,
the master heard a noise that caused him to
look aL and noBce the wave. However, by this
point, the wave was breaking and it was too late
to realign the vessel in order to minimize the
impact of the wave. The TSB stability assessment
supports the conclusion that the forces exerted
on the vessel by this wave were suﬃcient to
overcome the stability of the vessel and cause it
to capsize; no other signiﬁcant factors
contribuBng to the capsizing were idenBﬁed. In
summary:
1.
While the Leviathan II was at
Plover Reefs, the condiBons were favourable
for the formaBon of breaking waves.
2.
The vessel maintained posiBon on the
weather side of the reef, exposed to the
incoming swell, to allow passengers to view
wildlife. As the vessel was leaving the area, a
large wave approached the vessel from the
starboard quarter.
3.
Moments before the wave struck, the
master became aware of it and aKempted to
realign the vessel to minimize its impact, but
there was not enough Bme for his acBons to be
eﬀecBve.
4.
The forces exerted on the vessel by this
large breaking wave caused it to broach and
rapidly capsize.
5.
The rapid capsizing resulted in the
passengers and crew falling into the cold
seawater without ﬂotaBon aids or thermal
protecBon, exposing them to the eﬀects of
cold water immersion.

Cause of Capsizing

6.
Approximately 45 minutes elapsed
before search-and-rescue (“SAR”) resources
became aware of the capsizing, as the crew did
not have Bme to transmit a distress call before
the capsizing, nor did the vessel have a means
to automaBcally send a distress call.

While the Leviathan II was at Plover Reefs to
allow the passengers to view sea lions, the
vessel maintained a posiBon on the weather side
of the reef, exposed to the incoming swell. As
the vessel was leaving the area, a large wave

7.
The crewmembers were able to
discharge a parachute rocket, which alerted a
nearby Ahousaht First NaBon ﬁshing vessel
that was instrumental in saving the lives of a
number of survivors.

5. The risk associated with the absence of
speciﬁc passenger controls for
the Leviathan II in normal operaBng condiBons
was evaluated as low.
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The TSB made the following recommendaBons
that:
1.
The Department of Transport ensure that
commercial passenger vessel operators on the
west coast of Vancouver Island idenBfy areas and
condiBons conducive to the formaBon of
hazardous waves and adopt pracBcal miBgaBon
strategies to reduce the likelihood that a
passenger vessel will encounter such condiBons.
2.
The Department of Transport take steps
to ensure that small passenger enterprises have a
safety management system.
3.
The Department of Transport require
commercial passenger vessel operators to adopt
explicit risk management processes, and develop
comprehensive guidelines to be used by vessel
operators and Transport Canada inspectors to
assist them in the implementaBon and oversight
of those processes.
4.
The Department of Transport encourage
all charter vessel operators to equip their vessels
with life-saving and emergency communicaBon
and/or signalling equipment suitable for the type
of operaBon.
5.
The Department of Transport require
small passenger vessels to provide pre-departure

brieﬁngs and to be equipped with a life raL that
is readily deployable, lifesaving equipment that is
easily accessible, and the means to immediately
alert others of an emergency situaBon.
6.
Transport Canada should consider
whether requirements for the use of digital
emergency beacons should be applied to
addiBonal classes of boats and airplanes.
7.
The Department of Transport expedite
the proposed changes to the NavigaDon Safety
RegulaDons and expand its current emergency
posiBon-indicaBng radio beacon (EPIRB) carriage
requirements to require that all commercial
passenger vessels operaBng beyond sheltered
waters carry and EPIRB, or other appropriate
equipment that ﬂoats free, automaBcally
acBvates, alerts search and rescue resources, and
provides conBnuous posiBon updates and
homing-in capabiliBes.
Rui M. Fernandes
Follow Rui M. Fernandes on TwiLer
@RuiMFernandes and on Linkedin. See also his
blog at hKp://transportlaw.blogspot.ca
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3. Bill 148: Changes to the Ontario Employment
Standards Act, 2000: What Employers Need to
Know to be Ready for January 2018

year, which means that they will be enBtled to 3
weeks of vacaBon in 2018; the employee is not
enBtled to addiBonal vacaBon days in respect of
vacaBon enBtlement years before 2017.

Overview

Public Holidays

In February 2015 the Ontario Government
announced that it would review issues and trends
aﬀecBng the Ontario workplace and, in parBcular,
how the Employment Standards Act, 2000 (“ESA”)
and the Labour RelaDons Act (“LRA”) might be
amended to address the needs of employees and
employers.

The calculaBon of public holiday pay is amended
so that it is based on the number of days actually
worked in the pay period immediately preceding
the public holiday. This amendment is more
generous to the employee who works part Bme
or irregular hours, than under the current ESA.
For an employee who works on a public holiday,
the employer will no longer be able to pay the
employee his/her regular wages and subsBtute
another day oﬀ in the future. The employee will
now be enBtled to be paid public holiday pay plus
premium pay (Bme-and-a-half) for the hours
worked on the public holiday.

On May 23, 2017 the Ontario Government issued
its 419 page Final Report (“The Changing
Workplaces Review: An Agenda for Workplace
Rights Final Report”), which contained 173
recommendaBons to amend the ESA and LRA.
One week later, on June 1, 2017, the Fair
Workplaces, BeLer Jobs Act, 2017 (“Bill 148”)
passed ﬁrst reading. A moBon to dispense with
second reading was passed, and Bill 148 was
referred to the Standing CommiKee on Finance
and Economic Aﬀairs (“CommiKee”) for review
over the summer. Most of the proposed
amendments to the ESA are intended to come
into force on January 1, 2018, and will have a
signiﬁcant impact on provincially regulated
employers. This arBcle provides a summary of
the key amendments to the ESA.
Increase to Minimum Wage
January 1, 2018 - $14.00 per hour
January 1, 2019 - $15.00 per hour
October 1, 2019 onwards - an annual inﬂaBon
adjustment
Increase to VacaDon Time/Pay
ALer 5 or more years of employment, an
employee’s vacaBon enBtlement increases from 2
weeks a year to 3 weeks a year, and vacaBon pay
increases from 4% per year to 6% per year. For
exisBng employees with 5 or more years of
employment, the employee is enBtled to 3 weeks
of vacaBon for the 2017 vacaBon enBtlement

Personal Emergency Leave
Personal emergency leave of 10 days in each
calendar year will be available to all employees,
not just those who work for employers who
regularly employ 50 or more employees.
Personal emergency leave is available for a
personal illness, injury or medical emergency, or
the death, illness, injury, medical emergency of
certain family members, and is now expanded to
include sexual or domesBc violence, or the threat
of same, experienced by the employee or certain
family members. In addiBon, the ﬁrst two days of
personal emergency leave are to be paid. While
an employer has the right to require an employee
to provide evidence reasonable in the
circumstances that he/she is enBtled to take the
leave, the employer is not permiKed to require a
cerBﬁcate from a qualiﬁed health pracBBoner.
Family Medical Leave
This leave without pay is to be increased from 8
weeks to up to 27 weeks, to provide care or
support to certain family members if a qualiﬁed
health pracBBoner issues a cerBﬁcate staBng that
the family member is at signiﬁcant risk of death
within a period of 52 weeks.
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Equal Pay for Equal Work
An employer cannot pay a casual, temporary,
part-Bme or seasonal employee less than what it
pays a full-Bme employee where the employees
perform substanBally the same work in the same
establishment, the performance requires
substanBally the same skill, eﬀort and
responsibility, and the work is performed under
similar working condiBons. A diﬀerent rate of
pay may be permiKed if it is based on seniority or
merit, a system that measures earnings by
quanBty or quality of producBon, or any other
factor other than sex or employment status. An
employee who believes that his/her rate of pay
does not comply with this provision has the right
to request a review of their rate of pay from the
employer who is required to either adjust the
employee’s pay accordingly or provide a wriKen
response to the employee seyng out the reasons
for the disagreement with the employee’s belief.
These changes, if passed, will come into force on
April 1, 2018.
Scheduling
New employee rights have been introduced
which allow an employee, with 3 months of
service, to request a change to his/her schedule
or work locaBon. The employer is obligated to
discuss the request with the employee and
provide a decision within a reasonable period of
Bme. If the employer denies the employee’s
request, it must provide reasons for the denial.
An employee is also enBtled to a minimum of 3
hours’ pay for shiLs that are less than 3 hours, if
the employee regularly works more than 3 hours
in a day. If an employee is on call and is either
not called to work or is called to work but works
less than 3 hours, the employee is to be paid for 3
hours of work. Further, an employee has the
right to refuse an employer’s requirement to
work, or be on call, on a day they were not
scheduled to work, or be on call, if the employer’s
request is made less than 96 hours in advance.
And ﬁnally, an employee is enBtled 3 hours’ pay if
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the employee’s shiL or on call period is cancelled
on less than 48 hours’ noBce.
Independent/Dependent Contractors
The Final Report included a recommendaBon that
the deﬁniBon of “employee” in the ESA be
amended to include a “dependent contractor”,
which is the deﬁniBon in the LRA. On a posiBve
note for employers, Bill 148 does not amend the
deﬁniBon of “employee” to include a “dependent
contractor”, but it does amend the ERA to
provide that for the purposes of the ERA, an
employer shall not treat a person who is an
employee as if the person were not an employee.
During an invesBgaBon or inspecBon or
proceeding, the employer bears the burden of
proving that the person is not an employee. It
remains to be seen how this secBon will be used
by those who are idenBﬁed as independent
contractors, or who might be considered to be
dependent contractors, to seek rights available
only to employees.
What should Employers do?
Bill 148 creates a more generous employment
standards regime for employees and will impact
provincially regulated businesses. The changes, if
passed, will increase wages, vacaBon
enBtlements, certain leaves of absence and
create new employee rights regarding scheduling.
Employers should conduct an internal audit of
their workforce compensaBon and employment
pracBces to assess the scope of the impact of
these changes on operaBons and consider what
changes will be required to workplace policies
and procedures.
It is also possible for an Ontario employer to
provide the Ontario government with feedback
on Bill 148’s impact on the workplace. Public
hearings are being held across Ontario, in
Thunder Bay, North Bay, OKawa, Kingston and
Windsor-Essex during the week of July 10, 2017.
Public hearings will also be held during the week
of July 17, 2017 in London, Kitchener-Waterloo,
Niagara, Hamilton and Toronto. To aKend one of
these public meeBngs you must provide a contact
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name, mailing address, phone number and email
address to the Clerk of the CommiKee, Eric
Rennie at ERennie@ola.org or at 416-325-3506
by no later than July 4, 2017. An employer can
also provide wriKen submissions to the
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CommiKee by no later than July 21, 2017 at 5:30
pm.
Carole McAfee Wallace
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4. Private Law Suits for AnV-Spam ViolaVons
Suspended, Regulatory Fines SVll Imposed
We have previously wriKen about Canada’s AnBSpam Law (“CASL”), which came into eﬀect July 1,
2014. (*1)
It prohibits the sending of
“commercial electronic messages” – such as emails and text messages – without express or
implied consent from the recipients. PenalBes for
breaches of the legislaBon can be as high as $1
million for individuals and $10 million for
corporaBons.
Up to now, the legislaBon has been enforced by
government agencies, including the Privacy
Commissioner, the CRTC, and the CompeBBon
Bureau.
We warned that, starBng July 1, 2017 a new
private right of acBon was to come into force,
pursuant to which the legislaBon could be
enforced by private liBgaBon outside the bounds
of the above-menBoned regulatory agencies.
This right to sue for damages was highly
controversial, parBcularly as many foresaw an
onslaught of new lawsuits, ranging from Small
Claims maKers to expensive class acBons. In
addiBon to any actual damages, courts would be
able to award nominal statutory damages of up
to $200 per message, to a maximum of $1 million
for each day in which a violaBon occurred. Thus,
a single errant message to 250 people, for
example, could theoreBcally cost a company
$5,000 or more.
Despite the foregoing, the federal government
recently suspended the coming into force of the
private right of acBon by an order in counsel. (*2)
Instead, the quesBon of beKer enforcement of
CASL will be referred to a Parliamentary
commiKee for study.(*3)
In the meanBme, CASL generally remains in force.
Fines may sBll be levied. Thus, we conBnue to
recommend vigilance in compliance.
Importantly, we note that a transiBonal provision
in CASL will expire on July 1, 2017. Namely,

parBes have been enBtled to rely on implied
consent based upon relaBonships that existed
prior to the coming into force of the legislaBon on
July 1, 2014. Those consents should be urgently
updated such that anyone intending to send out
such communicaBons can show that a recipient
has provided express consent.
Alan S. Cofman
Endnotes
(*1) An Act to promote the eﬃciency and
adaptability of the Canadian economy by
regulaDng certain acDviDes that discourage
reliance on electronic means of carrying out
commercial acDviDes, and to amend the Canadian
Radio-television and TelecommunicaDons
Commission Act, the CompeDDon Act, the
Personal Inform, S.C. 2010, c. 23.
(*2) Order available online:
hKp://www.pco-bcp.gc.ca/oic-ddc.asp?
lang=eng&Page=secretariats&txtOICID=2017-058
0&txtFromDate=&txtToDate=&txtPrecis=&txtDep
artment=&txtAct=&txtChapterNo=&txtChapterYe
ar=&txtBillNo=&rdoComingIntoForce=&DoSearch
=Search+/
+List&viewaKach=34498&blnDisplayFlg=1.
(*3) Press release available online: hKps://
www.canada.ca/en/innovaBon-scienceeconomic-development/news/2017/06/
government_of_canadasuspendslawsuitprovision
inanB-spamlegislaB.html
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5. Federal Court Permits Amendment of
Pleadings But on Terms
AtlanDc Container Lines AB v. Cerescorp
Company, 2017 FC 465.
Pleadings should contain a clear and concise set
of allegaBons in support of a claim for relief,
whether damages or otherwise; however, there
are occasions when a party may not be able to
suﬃciently formulate or arBculate its claim at the
beginning of the proceedings. Typically, parBes
will “spread the blanket” widely making
allegaBons broad and inclusive. Even so,
someBmes informaBon comes to light or facts are
discovered that alter the basis upon which a party
is claiming, including, for example, available and
addiBonal allegaBons of negligence or heads of
damage, which were unrealized before.
In
situaBons where parBes wish to add to or
otherwise alter their allegaBons in a case, there
are numerous factors to be considered as such
changes may not be available as of right. The
opposing parBes may object on various grounds.
Such was the case in AtlanDc Container Lines AB
v. Cerescorp Company, 2017 FC 465.
The
defendant, Cerescorp Company (“Cerescorp”)
brought a moBon post discovery where it sought
to add to its Defence and Counterclaim certain
allegaBons regarding the alleged negligence of
AtlanBc Container Lines (“ACL”). Prothonotary
Habib’s decision to allow the proposed
amendments upon terms reviews the various
grounds argued and is a helpful example of the
Federal Court’s approach to such amendments.
Facts
ACL operated the container ship “HS Beethoven”
pursuant to a Bme charter party. During the
discharge of her cargo in Halifax by Cerescorp, a
stack of eight 20-foot containers toppled within
one of the vessel’s holds damaging both the
vessel and cargo. ACL sued Ceres for the
associated compensaBon alleging in its claim that
Cerescorp’s negligent operaBon of the crane
during unloading operaBons caused the collapse
and damage.

Cerescorp in turn defended by asserBng that the
collapse was caused, at least in part, by the
longitudinal misalignment of the containers at
the boKom of the stow, which led to the verBcal
misalignment of the containers stacked above.
Cerescorp’s original defence pleaded that the
misalignment was solely caused by the negligence
of the stevedores responsible for loading the
containers, APM Terminal Gothenburg AB
(“APM”), a third party. Cerescorp, post discovery,
sought to add allegaBons of negligence
concerning allegedly the substandard and
inherently dangerous arrangement of the
bulkhead verBcal cell guides and tank top spacing
bars within the vessel’s number 4 cargo hold.
Cerescorp now sought to allege that ACL was also
negligent in failing to detect that defect, to take
the necessary precauBon to avoid the
misalignment and to warn Cerescorp of that
danger. Further the loading as performed was
also contrary to industry pracBse and caused an
inherently unstable and dangerous condiBon
independent of and in addiBon to the
misalignment of the containers.
The MoDon for to Amend Pleading
ACL opposed the amendments on the following
grounds (*1):
(1) That the amendments consBtuted a radical
departure from previous pleadings;
(2) That the allegaBons were unsupported by any
evidence and were doomed to fail;
(3) That the amendments were unBmely; and
(4) That the amendments were prejudicial
because evidence has been lost, and also because
ACL’s recourse against the ship might be Bmebarred.
The Decision
(1) Radical Departure from Previous Pleadings
Rule 221 of the Federal Courts Rules (*2) states
that pleadings may be struck where they
consBtute a “radical departure” from previous
pleadings.
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The Court was not saBsﬁed that the proposed
amendments consBtuted a radical departure
from Cerescorp’s original pleadings because the
proposed amendments did not resile or depart
from the original allegaBon. Rather, the
amendment alleged a further root cause of the
alleged misalignment and added that a verBcal
stack of eight 20-foot containers was inherently
unstable and dangerous, independently of and in
addiBon to the misalignment. The addiBonal facts
were not inherently contradictory to or mutually
exclusive of the facts originally pleaded but were
consistent with and complementary to
Cerescorp’s original pleadings. The Court noted
that the proposed amendments could raise the
possibility that ACL could make allegaBons
against shipowners regarding the alleged
contribuBng structural anomalies to the subject
misalignment. However, the Court found that the
facts pleaded in the amendments in and of
themselves did not consBtute a radical departure
from those in Cerescorp’s original pleadings. Any
prejudicial consequences to ACL regarding a claim
against shipowners could only be considered
when considering prejudice, below.
(2) Doomed to Fail/Insuﬃcient Evidence
ACL argued that Cerescorp’s proposed
amendments did not provide suﬃcient parBculars
of their allegaBons. The Court agreed but did not
go so far as to ﬁnd that the allegaBons were just a
“bald” asserBon of a conclusion or part of a
frivolous defence. The allegaBons did not fail on
the absence of material facts or show no
reasonable prospect of success. Rather the Court
found that the cogent explanaBon provided of
how the proposed allegaBons could have
contributed to the misalignment showed that
Cerescorp had knowledge of parBculars which
would properly deﬁne and frame this defence,
once provided. The Court also found that ACL
would be enBtled to know and understand the
full scope of the allegaBons, if the allegaBons
were permiKed. The lack of parBculars in the
proposed amendments, however, was not
enough to refuse them but rather further
parBcularizaBon would be required as a term of
any order.

As to whether the proposed amendments had no
reasonable prospect of success, the Court stated
that a moBon to amend did not require the Court
to determine the strength and chances of success
of proposed amendments. This was not a
situaBon where there was no evidence
whatsoever to support the party’s allegaBon.
(3) UnBmeliness
ACL argued that Cerescorp could have made the
allegaBons earlier and, while this was true, this
did not make the applicaBon for the amendments
unBmely nor a reason to refuse them. This was
not a situaBon where the conduct of the acBon
would be unduly delayed rather the moBon was
made shortly aLer discoveries (deposiBons),
before experts reports were prepared/served and
before a trial date was set. Any further
discoveries would not be lengthy or would cause
undue delay.
(4) Prejudice: Loss of Evidence
Amendments to pleadings can be refused if
prejudice results to the opposing party that
cannot be compensated by an award of costs.
(*3) The Court found that allowing the proposed
amendments did not result in an injusBce to ACL.
ACL argued that evidence relevant to the
proposed amendments had been lost because
the vessel had been sold and destroyed together
with her documents and computer systems.
Further, ACL was unable to locate the vessel’s
Chief Oﬃcer.
The Court found that where a loss of the
evidence is fortuitous and the amendments are
proposed without undue delay, the Court’s
analysis should not stop at considering only the
prejudice caused to the opposing party but look
at all the circumstances of the case. The Court
must consider simple fairness, common sense
and the overarching interest of jusBce. (*4) The
Court should consider whether, had the
amendments been made earlier, the opposing
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party could or would have preserved the
evidence.
Prothonotary Habib stated that it would be unjust
to refuse an amendment that is not unduly late
and raises an arguable case simply because,
through no fault of the amending party, evidence
that might assist both parBes has unexpectedly
been lost.
The Court further found, given the quesBons and
undertakings at discoveries, that ACL either knew,
or should have known, well before Cerescorp
formally expressed its intenBon to amend, that
the content of the vessel’s computer, its
documents and the physical arrangements of the
cell guides in its hold number 4 were relevant.
Further there had been discussion regarding the
possible addiBon of the shipowner as a party to
the liBgaBon. ACL, the Court found, was in a
posiBon to secure, and should have secured the
evidence and informaBon necessary to protect its
rights and interests but did not take steps to
secure evidence that was in the possession, care
and control of the shipowner, when it knew or
ought to have known that this evidence was
potenBally relevant to the liBgaBon and to
possible recourses against the shipowner. This
showed that ACL would not have acted diﬀerently
or taken addiBonal measures to guard against the
loss of the vessel had Ceres proposed its
amendments earlier.
(5) Prejudice: Loss of a Recourse
ACL argued that, had Cerescorp raised the
proposed allegaBons in its original pleading, it
could have sought indemnity from the shipowner,
but that Bmebar might now be in issue for such a
claim. The Court found that Cerescorp’s failure to
include the proposed amendments into the Claim
iniBally did not cause ACL to forego a recourse
against a non-party.
The Court found that ACL chose to claim against
the shipowner, even when it was aware that APM
and Cerescorp were invesBgaBng the cell guide
arrangements and their role in the incident, being
the root of the proposed amendments. ACL was

found to be aware at that Bme that the
implicaBon of the shipowner remained possible.
The Court was not persuaded that ACL’s failure to
protect its right against the shipowner resulted
from the posiBon taken by Cerescorp or that it
would have acted any diﬀerently had the
proposed amendments been included iniBally.
Further, the Court found that ACL did not lead
evidence to suggest that it relied on Cerescorp’s
failure to formally raise the issue in its pleadings
in deciding not to protect any right it might have
had against the shipowner nor did it actually state
that any such claim was in fact Bme barred.
Finally
While the Federal Court seems inclined to permit
amendments to pleadings, parBes should never
assume that an order will automaBcally be issued
and should expect terms where such
amendments are permiKed. ParBes to
proceedings are expected to prosecute or defend
their posiBons with experBse and clarity from the
start. A party is expected to know its case and
anBcipate the case of its opponent. Further, a
party might be required to take steps upon the
other parBes’ acBons and posiBons taken. A party
seeking amendment must do so promptly upon
that necessity becoming clear or stricter terms
may be imposed. Just as important, a party
expecBng that its opponent might take steps to
amend might also have to ensure that it also
takes any necessary steps to properly respond/
defend their opponent’s aKempt to amend. At all
Bmes, long-term strategy must be maintained
and engaged from a macro view and not just at a
details level - it is both the forest and the trees.
Kim E. Stoll
Follow Kim E. Stoll on LinkedIn.
Endnotes
(*1) It is to be noted that the Federal Court Rules
also provide for other grounds to strike pleadings
(or to oppose amendments to pleadings)
including failure to disclose a reasonable cause of
acBon or defence or that the pleadings or
proposed amendments are an abuse of process.
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This arBcle does not aKempt to canvass all
possible grounds in this regard.
(*2) SOR/98-106
(*3) MacNeil Estate v Canada (Indian and
Northern Aﬀairs Department, 2001 FCT 470
(*4) ConDnental Bank Leasing Corp. v Canada,
[1993] TCJ No 18, (1993) DTC 298 at page 302, as
cited in Merck & Co. Inc. v Apotex Inc., 2003 FCA
488, [2004] 2 FCR 459, leave to appeal to SCC
refused, 30193 (May 6, 2004)
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completed within thirty months and most other
criminal and regulatory maKers in provincial
courts to be completed within eighteen months.
(*1) Any delay aKributable to the accused would
be accounted for and an accounBng would also
be done for any delay issues that were waived by
the defendant. If the eighteen- or thirty-month
ceiling passed, the Crown would have to rebut a
presumpBon of unreasonable delay.
Subsequent cases over the past year have sorted
out several niKy-griKy issues of implementaBon.
For example, it was clariﬁed that the same rules
applied to both individuals and corporaBons; and
it was determined that not all defence-iniBated
adjournment requests would be counted as
“defence delay” if there were legiBmate reasons
to request the adjournment.
There have been some high-proﬁle cases, where
charges were dropped, including for serious drug
oﬀences. Although the language of R. v. Jordan
placed an obligaBon on all parBes to work
cooperaBvely and eﬃciently, it is fair to say that
the larger share of the new burden is on the court
and the prosecuBon.
Late last week, the Supreme Court released
reasons in a new case, R. v. Cody, addressing the
conBnuing problems of insBtuBonal delay and a
culture of complacency. (*2) Notably, ﬁve
provincial aKorneys general intervened in the
case, asking for a soLening of the R. v. Jordan
requirements, which the Court outright rejected.
Unanimously, the Court doubled down on its
exhortaBons from last year, urging the courts and
the legal profession to improve trial eﬃciency.

6.
Supreme Court Doubles Down on Speedy
Trial Requirements
Almost one year ago, the Supreme Court of
Canada laid out a new framework for
enforcement of the consBtuBonal enBtlement to
a speedy trial pursuant to secBon 11 of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. In brief, its
unanimous decision in R. v. Jordan required most
criminal maKers in superior courts to be

In keeping with some recent lower court cases
(but not ciBng them) the Court aﬃrmed that
defence adjournments need not be counted
against them in all cases. While “deliberate and
calculated” defence tacBcs are to be punished,
the court should be more understanding of
“defence acBons legiBmately taken to respond to
the charges.”(*3)
The need to subjecBvely review defence tacBcs as
well as prosecuBon tacBcs is welcome news for
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defendants. It means that the Crown will have a
more diﬃcult Bme rebuyng the presumpBon
that arises aLer the passing of an eighteen- or
thirty-month period. The Crown cannot simply
point to a number of defence-iniBated
adjournments. However, it also means that there
will be less certainty. One cannot simply count
Bme on a calendar. Rather, a proper assessment
of the speedy trial enBtlement will require a full
consideraBon of the maneuvering of both sides,
as well as any insBtuBonal delays.
On the facts of the case before it in R. v. Cody, the
defendant – who had been charged with
weapons and drug oﬀences in Newfoundland –
had waited ﬁve years for a ﬁve-day trial. Only 2.5
months were aKributable to Mr. Cody, for
replacing his iniBal lawyer and for making a
moBon seeking recusal of a judge whom he
alleged was biased. The net delay of 44 months
was unreasonable even accounBng for arguably
“excepBonal circumstances” (reducing it to 36.5
months). Accordingly, the charges were stayed.
We expect to see many more cases stayed over
the coming months, including in respect of
regulatory charges, such as violaBons of the
Ontario Highway Traﬃc Act or the TransportaDon
of Dangerous Goods Act.
Defendants would be well advised to seek early
legal assistance when facing a charge to ensure
that their ﬁles run smoothly with this new case
law in mind.
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7.
New Real Estate Record-Keeping
Requirements for Ontario CorporaVons
The Forfeited Corporate Property Act, 2015 (the
“Act”) (*1) came into force on December 10,
2016. The Act creates new record-keeping
requirements for companies that are
incorporated under Ontario statutes in
connecBon with their “ownership interests in
land”. The Act applies to companies incorporated
under the Ontario Business CorporaDons Act
(“OBCA”) (*2), the Ontario CorporaDons Act and
will apply to the Not-for-Proﬁt CorporaDons Act,
2010, once it comes into force.
Pursuant to secBon 140.1(1) and (2) of the OBCA,
which was amended by the Act, these
corporaBons must maintain a register of all of
their ownership interests in land, including the
following informaBon:
1. DescripBon of each property;
2. Date of acquisiBon of each property; and
3. Date of disposiBon of each property.
AddiBonally, secBon 140.1(3) states that
corporaBons must also retain copies of any
supporBng documents with respect to each
property, such as deeds or transfers, that contain
further informaBon:

Alan S. Cofman

1. Municipal address;
2. Registry or land Btles division;
3. Property idenBﬁer number;
4. Legal descripBon; and
5. Assessment roll number.

Endnotes
(*1) 2016 SCC 27.
(*2) 2017 SCC 31.
(*3) ibid. at paras. 29-30.

The language “ownership interests in land” has
not been deﬁned; however, it has been
interpreted broadly by some to include both
beneﬁcial and legal ownership interests. (*3)
SecBon 139(1) of the OBCA states that the
records can be kept in a bound or loose-leaf book
or electronically. They must be maintained at the
corporaBon’s registered oﬃce, unless otherwise
designated by the directors. We recommend
keeping the land register with a corporaBon’s
minute book.
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Why is the Register Needed?
When a corporaBon dissolves under certain
circumstances, its property is forfeited to the
Crown. Company owners used to have 20 years
from the date of dissoluBon to revive the
corporaBon and recover their assets. Now, under
the Act, the same concept applies but if the
owners do not revive the company within three
years of dissoluBon, they will not be able to
recover their assets, with some excepBons. Once
the three-year Bme frame has passed, the Crown
has the right to use the property, dispose of it,
and delete or amend any encumbrances
registered against property Btle. (*4)
Based on these new rules, it is assumed that the
new requirement to maintain a detailed register
and supporBng documents is meant to assist the
Crown in managing and recovering forfeited
property in the case of dissoluBon.
The Act also indicates that forfeited property may
include a mortgage or charge as well as a building
or structure that is owned separately from the
land on which the building is located. Personal
property is also forfeited if it is located on or in
forfeited land property, leL in, on or under
forfeited land, regardless of who owns the
personal property.

When Must CorporaDons Start to Comply?
Companies that were incorporated aLer
December 10, 2016 must comply with the
requirements of the Act immediately, while
companies incorporated prior to December 10,
2016 have a grace period of two years to comply.
We recommend that companies with ownership
interests in a large number of properBes consider
turning their minds to compliance prior to the
end of the grace period, as some of the
supporBng documentaBon may take some Bme
to compile. (*5)
Jaclyne Reive
TwiLer: @jaclyne_reive
Blog: hLps://jaclynereive.wordpress.com
Endnotes
(*1) SO 2015, Chapter 38, Schedule 7.
(*2) RSO 1990, c B-16.
(*3) “Forfeited Corporate Property: the New
Ontario Act and How It Aﬀects Your CorporaBon”,
Ira Stuchberry; the Minden Brief, March 2017.
Online: <hKp://www.mindengross.com/
resources/news-events/2017/03/16/forfeitedcorporate-property-the-new-ontario-act-andhow-it-aﬀects-your-corporaBon-published-in-theminden-brief>
(*4) Supra note 1, s24.
(*5) Supra note 2, s140(4).
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Stewart v. Elk Valley Coal Corp.: SCC
Upholds TerminaVon of Employee in Drug
AddicVon Case; Finds no Prima Facie
DiscriminaVon

otherwise make choices about their drug use, but
don’t, they could lose their jobs in the process.

This month, the Supreme Court of Canada
released its decision in Stewart v. Elk Valley Coal
Corp., 2017 SCC 30. The decision upheld an
Alberta Human Rights Tribunal decision brought
by an employee aLer he had been ﬁred by his
employer, a mining company.

The appellant, Ian Stewart, worked in a mine
operated by the respondent, Elk Valley Coal
CorporaBon. He drove a loader. Mine operaBons
were dangerous, and so maintaining a safe
workplace was understandably very important to
both Elk Valley, as employer, and its employees.

The employee was a drug user and alleged that
the company had discriminated against him on
the basis of his addicBon by ﬁring him. However,
the Tribunal (and the Court) concluded that the
ﬁring was not due to the employee’s addicBon,
but rather due to the employee’s failure to
adhere to a company policy that required
employees, in advance of a workplace accident,
to disclose their dependence issues to the
company without penalty, whereupon they
would receive treatment. In this case, the
employee had not done so prior to such an
accident.

Accordingly, Elk Valley implemented an Alcohol,
Illegal Drugs & MedicaBon Policy, which was
intended to ensure safety in the mine. Under the
terms of the Policy, employees were expected to
disclose any dependence or addicBon issues
before any drug-related incident occurred. If they
did, they would be oﬀered treatment. However, if
an employee failed to disclose any such issues,
and then was involved in an incident and tested
posiBve for drugs, they would be terminated.

8.

The takeaway from this decision for employers:
the Court in this case was not asked to rule on
the legality of the company policy in quesBon;
however, the Court also does not appear to have
taken issue with the policy, aimed at ensuring
safety in the workplace by requiring employees to
disclose addicBons or dependence issues in
advance of an accident, in exchange for amnesty
and treatment. Accordingly, employers who are
concerned about being able to terminate
employees in these types of circumstances should
seriously consider whether a similar policy might
be useful in their organizaBons.
The takeaway from this decision for employees:
the Court has at least indirectly signaled that
policies such as the one at issue in this case are
apt to be upheld; therefore, employees who
violate such policies (e.g. by using drugs without
disclosing to the employer) should be aware of
the risk: if, as here, they have the capacity to
come forward and report their drug use or

The Facts

The goal of the Policy was to ensure safety by
encouraging employees with substance abuse
problems to come forward and obtain treatment
before their problems compromised safety.
Mr. Stewart aKended a meeBng where the Policy
was reviewed and explained. He signed a form
acknowledging receipt and understanding of the
Policy.
Mr. Stewart used cocaine on his days oﬀ, and
never told Elk Valley. One day, near the end of a
12-hour shiL, Mr. Stewart’s loader was involved
in an accident. Following the accident, Mr.
Stewart tested posiBve for drugs. Following the
test, in a meeBng with his employer, Mr. Stewart
said that he thought he was addicted to cocaine.
Nine days later, however, Elk Valley ﬁre Mr.
Stewart in accordance with the Policy.
The Alberta Human Rights Tribunal
Following his terminaBon, Mr. Stewart ﬁled a
complaint with the Alberta Human Rights
Tribunal, alleging that his terminaBon consBtuted
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discriminaBon based on a medical disability, i.e.
his drug addicBon.
The Tribunal accepted the seKled two-step test
applicable in Canada to determine whether there
has been discriminaBon in the workplace. First,
the employee must demonstrate that there has
been a prima facie case of discriminaBon by
showing three things:
(1) a disability that is protected
under the applicable human rights
legislaBon
(2) adverse treatment with regard
to the employee’s employment
or a term thereof
(3) that the disability in quesBon
was a factor in the adverse
treatment
Second, if the ﬁrst step of the test is met, the
burden shiLs to the employer to show that it has
accommodated the employee’s disability to the
point of “undue hardship”.
ALer hearing the evidence, the Tribunal found
that Mr. Stewart was addicted to drugs and this
consBtuted a disability protected under the
Alberta Human Rights Act. Mr. Stewart’s
terminaBon also consBtuted adverse treatment
by the employer.
However, the Tribunal went on to conclude that
Mr. Stewart’s disability was “not a factor in the
terminaDon”. In its view, Mr. Stewart was
terminated for failing to comply with the Policy,
which required him to disclose his drug us prior
to the accident, and not because of his addicBon
per se. Thus, the Tribunal found that there was no
prima facie case of discriminaBon.
AlternaBvely, the Tribunal found that even if it
had found that a presumpBve case of
discriminaBon existed, it sBll would have found
that Elk Valley had discharged its burden under
the second step of the discriminaBon analysis, i.e.
that it had accommodated Mr. Stewart to the
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point of undue hardship. It found that requiring
Elk Valley to give Mr. Stewart a second chance
and replace the terminaBon with less serious
consequences would diminish the deterrent
eﬀect of the Policy and consBtute an undue
hardship on Elk Valley, given its safety
responsibiliBes. The Tribunal found that the
opportunity under the Policy to come forward
and access treatment without fear of discipline,
and other measures, consBtuted accommodaBon
of the disability.
On Appeal to the Alberta Courts
Mr. Stewart appealed the Tribunal’s decision, ﬁrst
to the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench and then
to the Alberta Court of Appeal. In both cases, the
Court dismissed the appeal and upheld the
Tribunal’s decision.
On Appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada
The Supreme Court of Canada agreed to hear a
further appeal. Before the Court, the main issue
on appeal was whether the Tribunal’s decision
was reasonable. The Court observed at paragraph
20 that reviewing courts generally approach
decisions from human rights tribunals with
“considerable deference”:
It is the tribunal’s task to evaluate
the evidence, ﬁnd the facts and
draw reasonable inferences from
the facts. And it is the tribunal’s
task to interpret the statute in
ways that make pracBcal and legal
sense in the case before them,
guided by applicable
jurisprudence. Reviewing courts
tread lightly in these areas.
Again, the Court agreed that the ﬁrst two
elements of the ﬁrst step in the discriminaBon
test had been met. The only dispute was the third
requirement – whether Mr. Stewart’s addicBon
was a “factor” in his terminaBon.
EssenBally, the Court concluded, in keeping with
the lower courts, that the Tribunal’s decision was
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reasonable. It referred to the “most important
piece of evidence” on whether Mr. Stewart’s
addicBon was a factor in Elk Valley’s reasons for
terminaBng him – the terminaBon leKer itself.

against Mr. Stewart. Accordingly, Elk Valley was
jusBﬁed in terminaBng him.

The terminaBon leKer advised Mr. Stewart that
he was being ﬁred because he had failed to
comply with the Policy and not because of his
drug addicBon. The Court wrote at paragraph 35:
It is clear that there was evidence
capable of supporBng the
Tribunal’s conclusion that the
reason for terminaBon was not
addicBon, but breach of the Policy.
On the facts of this case, the
Tribunal concluded that Mr.
Stewart had the capacity to
comply with the terms of the
Policy. It was therefore not
unreasonable for the Tribunal to
conclude that there was no prima
facie discriminaBon in this case.

JusBces Moldaver and Wagner issued a separate
concurring opinion. They would have found that
Mr. Stewart had indeed made out a case of
apparent discriminaBon. This was because, in
their opinion, there was enough of a connecBon
between Mr. Stewart’s addicBon and his
terminaBon to say that the addiBon was a
“factor” in his terminaBon. Relying on previous
Supreme Court jurisprudence (*1), they were of
the view that Mr. Stewart only had to show a
“connecBon” between the drug dependence and
the terminaBon – which was possible in this case.

Mr. Stewart argued that while his breach of the
Policy may have been a dominant cause of the
terminaBon, his addicBon was nonetheless a
“factor”, and that this was enough to ground a
case of prima facie discriminaBon. However, the
Court disagreed, noBng that the Tribunal had
expressly found his addicBon was not a factor – a
ﬁnding that aKracted deference.
Mr. Stewart also argued that his failure to advise
of his addicBon stemmed from the fact that he
was in denial of the addicBon – which is itself a
symptom of the addicBon. Thus, according to
Stewart, the addicBon was indirectly a “factor” in
the terminaBon. But the Court again disagreed,
observing again that the Tribunal had considered
and rejected this argument. UlBmately, Mr.
Stewart had the capacity to come forward and
report his drug use, and did make raBonal choices
regarding his drug use. As the Court noted, “It
cannot be assumed that Mr. Stewart’s addicBon
diminished his ability to comply with the terms of
the Policy.”
UlBmately, the majority of the Court found that
no prima facie discriminaBon had been made out

Concurring Reasons

The jusBces held, however, with the majority,
that it was reasonable for the Tribunal to have
concluded that the employer had reasonably
accommodated Mr. Stewart to the point of
undue hardship.
The Lone Dissent
In dissent, JusBce Gascon would have found that
the Policy was discriminatory, and that Elk Valley
had failed to accommodate to the point of undue
hardship. Gascon J. was of the view that Mr.
Stewart was drug-dependent and that he was
terminated for giving in to that dependence – an
“undeniable symptom of his disability”. Further,
he held that Elk Valley did not reasonably
accommodate Mr. Stewart. Its only
accommodaBon during employment was leyng
him voluntarily disclose his disability without
discipline. However, Gascon J. was of the view
that Mr. Stewart could not access this
accommodaBon because he appears to have
been unaware of his disability. Thus, the
Tribunal’s decision was, to him, unreasonable.
James Manson
Endnotes
(*1) See, e.g., Quebec (Commission des droits de
la personne et des droits de la jeunesse) c.
Bombardier Inc., 2015 SCC 39.
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9.
Tragedy at the Rail Crossing: The
Anatomy of Civil Suit for Negligence Against a
Railway
The recently published decision in BriBsh
Columbia of the case of Chand v. MarDn (*1) tells
the tale of a tragic railway casualty and provides
an interesBng review of the laws and principles
applicable to claims based on the tort of
negligence.
Background Facts
At approximately 10 p.m. on April 16, 2007, the
plainBﬀ, Mr. Treves Chand (“Mr. Chand”), was
involved in a motor vehicle accident with a train
owned and operated by Southern Railway of
BriBsh Columbia Limited (“Southern”). The
accident occurred at a railway crossing known as
the “ScoK Road Crossing” (the “Crossing”) in
Surrey, BC. ScoK Road is a major roadway with
three lanes of traﬃc in each direcBon. Mr. Chand
was driving his vehicle along with two passengers.
Kamaljit Kalyan was in the front passenger seat,
with Rick Kumar in the back. Mr. Chand was
driving northbound on ScoK Road in the middle
lane when his vehicle struck the front leL wheel
area of the train’s locomoBve as the train was
moving through the Crossing. There was no rain,
and visibility was generally good. The road
surface was dry.
As a result of the accident, Mr. Chand and the
vehicle’s two passengers, Mr. Kamaljit Kalyan and
Mr. Rick Kumar, sustained serious injuries, with
the laKer’s injuries being fatal. Mr. Chand was leL
with no recollecBon of the accident.
Mr. Chand brought a lawsuit for damages,
alleging negligence on the part of Southern and
various others. In the acBon Mr. Chand alleged
that that the Crossing lights did not acBvate to
warn those travelling in the northbound direcBon
that a train was about to cross. Consequently, he
asserted that Southern was negligent in
maintaining the Crossing lights. He also alleged
that at the Bme of the collision that at least one
of the train’s crew members was negligently
carrying out his duBes in not keeping a proper

watch and sounding the train’s whistle, raising
the issue of vicarious liability on the part of
Southern. By the Bme the maKer proceeded to
trial, two individual defendants remained along
with Southern, being its employees MarBn and
Cohen who were in control of the train – or at
least were supposed to have been – when it
approached the Crossing.
At Trial
A key factual issue at trial related to whether the
lights at the Crossing were in fact working. The
evidence on point was split between that of
certain independent eye witnesses who tesBﬁed
that the warning lights on the south side of the
Crossing – being the approach of the Chand
vehicle - did not iniBate, from that of expert
evidence tendered on behalf of Southern, and its
train crew employees, who maintained that the
lights were funcBonal.
One of the independent witnesses was one
Mr. William Harkness, an experienced transit bus
driver. At the Bme of the collision, he was in the
leL hand lane on ScoK Road, likewise driving in a
northerly direcBon, facing the southern side of
the Crossing. He maintained that before the
collision the signal lights were not acBvated, nor
did he hear the Crossing bells or the train’s
whistle. He however tesBﬁed that shortly aier
the collision, he witnessed the signal lights and
bells acBvate. Of importance to Mr. Chand’s
acBon, Mr. Harkness tesBﬁed that the Mr. Chand
was not speeding or driving erraBcally
immediately before the collision.
Another
independent witness was one Bruce Angus, who
was driving directly behind Mr. Chand. He too
tesBﬁed that the warning lights and bells at the
Crossing did not come on before the collision, but
only immediately aLer. He also tesBﬁed that
Mr. Chand was not speeding or driving erraBcally.
Members of the train crew also tesBﬁed,
including the defendant MarBn, who was an
experienced train engineer and was operaBng the
train on the evening in quesBon. As the train’s
engineer, he controlled its acceleraBon, braking,
and whistle. As the engineer, he operates the
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train from the front right of the cabin, and so he
could not see out of its leL side. Given that the
train was moving westbound, this meant that he
was only able to see what was outside the train
on the north side of the tracks, whereas
Mr. Chand had entered the Crossing from south
of the tracks. Consequently, while he was not
able to tesBfy as to whether the crossing lights
were operaBng for northbound traﬃc, he did
tesBfy that the lights on the opposite side of the
tracks were in fact operaBng. In addiBon, MarBn
tesBﬁed that he sounded his horn prior to
entering the Crossing. However, he was not sure
how many seconds before entering the Crossing
he did this.
Steve Cohen, the train’s conductor, also tesBﬁed.
The conductor’s role included, among other
things, maintaining a lookout for hazards on or
near the train tracks, and communicaBng any
potenBal hazards to the engineer. At the Bme of
the accident, he was located at the front leL of
the cabin, meaning he was able to see
northbound traﬃc from the window nearest him.
While Cohen tesBﬁed that he observed the signal
lights on the south side of the tracks operaBng
normally in the moments leading up to the crash,
the trial judge found him to be an unreliable
witness, having been combaBve, and having
changed his tesBmony on a number of key issues
during cross-examinaBon, including when he ﬁrst
saw Mr. Chand’s vehicle approaching the
Crossing. In light of this, the judge found as a fact
that Cohen had not observed the Crossing signal
lights ﬂashing in the moments before the
collision, and that he was not keeping a regular
lookout.
The ﬁnal member of the train crew to tesBfy was
one Aaron Cruickshank who was riding in the
second locomoBve at the Bme of the collision,
facing eastbound. He tesBﬁed that Mr. MarBn
always sounded the horn properly, though he
could not recall each crossing whistle. Moreover,
he had no memory of the signal lights on the
night in quesBon. Finally, at odds with
Mr. Cohen’s evidence, he tesBﬁed that there was
poor visibility out of the leL hand “conductor”
side of the cabin.
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The defence also called one Kevin Tobin as a
witness. He was a long serving employee of
Southern, and was the designated “signal
maintainer” for the Crossing. At the Bme of the
accident, he was a signal maintenance foreman
for Southern’s rail lines. His responsibility was to
maintain, repair and build railway crossing signals
for Southern. Mr. Tobin was not called as an
expert witness. Instead, he was called to provide
evidence regarding his observaBons and pracBces
in servicing and maintaining the signal lights.
Mr. Tobin regularly inspected the ScoK Road
Crossing. According to his InspecBon log, he had
inspected the Crossing on April 12, 2007, four
days before the collision, and found nothing
wrong. In general, at least in the month before
the accident, he usually inspected the Crossing
once per week. He arrived at the scene of the
crash approximately one hour aLer the collision.
He maintained that he inspected the signal
system, and found that the system’s relays were
in their proper posiBon. Speciﬁcally, he
maintained that he tested the baKeries,
individual track circuits, and individual relays. In
tesBmony, he also detailed the process by which
he went through the signal box, examining each
wire and connector on each terminal for
corrosion or loose connecBons. Overall, he
examined the signal system for approximately
four hours that evening. In his tesBmony he
revealed that the signal system’s circuitry was
complex and he admiKed that any machine could
fail, including the fail-safe crossing lights.
Moreover, he conceded that this could include
intermiKent failure. He also noted that the lights
facing southbound traﬃc were on a separate
circuit from those facing northbound traﬃc,
meaning that it was possible for lights on one side
to fail but not the other.
Mr. Glenn Mullally also gave evidence for the
defendants. He was qualiﬁed as an expert witness
on signal maintenance. He provided extensive
expert tesBmony regarding how the Crossing
signal system worked, and maintained there had
been no failure. He however also conﬁrmed that
it was possible for the lights on the south side of
the tracks to fail when the ones on the north side
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were sBll working, and that a parBal failure of the
signal system was possible.
ALer a consideraBon of the evidence, the trial
judge found that neither the south side Crossing
signal lights nor the bells funcBoned properly at
the Bme of the collision. MulBple independent
eyewitnesses conﬁrmed this, with the only
eyewitness tesBfying otherwise being Cohen
who, as noted above, was found to be an
unreliable witness. The judge held that Tobin and
Mullally’s technical evidence conﬁrmed that such
a failure, while improbable, was possible.
Coupled with the independent eyewitness
tesBmony, the Court found that, on a balance of
probabiliBes, the signal system’s malfuncBon on
the night in quesBon had been established.
Based on the uncontradicted evidence noted
above as to Mr. Chand’s driving, the Court also
found that he was not speeding or otherwise
driving erraBcally when entering the Crossing.
While the defence had raised the theory that he
may have to some degree responsible for his
injuries on account of not wearing his seatbelt at
the material Bme, the Court found there to be no
credible evidence establishing whether or not his
seatbelt had in fact been worn.
The Court also found the evidence to be
inconclusive as to whether or not the train
operators failed to the sound its whistle as
required by applicable regulaBon – however the
quesBon of the Crossing lights would, as indicated
below, prove to be a downfall for Southern.
The Legal Issues and DisposiDon of the Case
The Judge cited the earlier decision of Agar v.
Weber (*2) outlining the elements of a case for
negligence against a defendant:
In negligence, the common law requires a
plainBﬀ to establish:
1.
a duty of care to conform to a
certain standard of care for the protecBon
of others against unreasonable risks. The
duty does not extend to the removal of
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every possible danger, rather the test is one
of reasonableness;
2.
a breach of that duty by some act or
omission by the defendant; and
3.
the breach of duty is the proximate
cause of a plainBﬀ’s injury, meaning there
must be a nexus between the injury
sustained by the plainBﬀ and the
defendant’s negligent act or omission.
The judge noted that in regard to railway
crossings, courts have long held that railway
companies owe motorists a duty of care. In Ryan
v. Victoria (City) (*3), the court held that a railway
owes a duty of care to motorists crossing their
tracks to make certain that appropriate safety
precauBons exist to warn of a train’s approach.
The evidence was clear that neither MarBn nor
anyone else on the train crew had anything to do
with the Crossing signal lights. Consequently,
neither MarBn nor any other train crew member
violated any standard of care on account of the
failure of the signal lights.
The judge outlined the relevant standard of care
analysis to be applied to railway companies:
… Conduct is negligent if it creates an
objecBvely unreasonable risk of harm. To
avoid liability, a person must exercise the
standard of care that would be expected of
an ordinary, reasonable and prudent person
in the same circumstances. The measure of
what is reasonable depends on the facts of
each case, including the likelihood of a
known or foreseeable harm, the gravity of
that harm, and the burden or cost which
would be incurred to prevent the injury. In
addiBon, one may look to external
indicators of reasonable conduct, such as
custom, industry pracBce, and statutory or
regulatory standards.
The Court provided a helpful analysis on the
eﬀect of a breach of legislaBve standards: What is
the legal eﬀect of a breach of a statute or of a
regulaDon on how a railway is to be run?:
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LegislaBve standards are relevant to the
common law standard of care, but the two
are not necessarily co-extensive. The fact
that a statute prescribes or prohibits certain
acBviBes may consBtute evidence of
reasonable conduct in a given situaBon, but
it does not exBnguish the underlying
obligaBon of reasonableness (*4). Thus, a
statutory breach does not automaBcally
give rise to civil liability; it is merely some
evidence of negligence. By the same token,
mere compliance with a statute does not, in
and of itself, preclude a ﬁnding of civil
liability. … Statutory standards can,
however, be highly relevant to the
assessment of reasonable conduct in a
parBcular case, and in fact may render
reasonable an act or omission which would
otherwise appear to be negligent. This
allows courts to consider the legislaBve
framework in which people and companies
must operate, while at the same Bme
recognizing that one cannot avoid the
underlying obligaBon of reasonable care
simply by discharging statutory duBes.
The defendants’ submiKed that, even if the signal
lights failed in breach of any regulatory
requirement, the related risk to the public was
not foreseeable, as there was nothing to warn
Southern that the Crossing lights were faulty.
In light of the defendants’ expert evidence, the
Court could not ﬁnd any violaBon of the standard
of care in regards to the maintenance of the
signal lights. There was no evidence, expert or
otherwise, indicaBng that the signal lights in
quesBon were inadequately or improperly
maintained.
However, this did not end the judge’s standard of
care analysis. As noted above, the witnesses
called by Southern to defend the safety of the
signal system conceded that a failure of the signal
lights to engage remained a possibility, including
intermiKent failure. Consequently, in order to
determine if Southern violated the requisite
standard of care, it was necessary for the Court to
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look at what safety precauBons were in place to
deal with sudden failures of signal lights
Cohen tesBﬁed that, when approaching a railway
crossing, it was his responsibility to maintain a
look out from his side of the cabin to see if any
vehicles were approaching the train. This would
include checking to see if the signal lights at a
crossing were properly working. Tobin tesBﬁed
that holes in the side of the signal lights, called
“wigwags,” show a white ﬂashing light that train
crews could see straight ahead of them when
approaching a crossing to indicate that the signals
have engaged. With regard to the signal lights on
the south side of the Crossing, Cohen tesBﬁed
that on approach, he saw these ﬂashing wigwags,
and so, according to him, there was no signal
failure.
Accordingly, in addiBon to the signal lights,
Southern had implemented a system in which the
train crew was supposed to maintain a lookout
for hazards when approaching an intersecBon.
However Southern conceded that a house and
trees on the east side of the Crossing (being the
side from which the train approached the
Crossing) obstructed the train’s view from the
street to the railway. In fact, northbound traﬃc at
the Crossing would not come into view unBl a
train was only 50 feet from the Crossing.
The above all said, the judge idenBﬁed a problem:
as had been conceded by the defendants, a
mechanical failure is always a possibility with
even the best protected fail-safe system. Asking
the train crew to generally keep a lookout when
approaching railway crossings may usually be
enough to deal with this conBngency; however,
given the Crossing itself such a fail-safe would be
largely pointless: by the Bme a member of the
train crew could see approaching northbound
traﬃc, it would be too late to prevent any
collision even if the train was travelling at the
applicable speed limit. As noted above,
Mr. Chand was travelling the posted speed limit
for motorists when entering the Crossing. Did
Southern accordingly fail to meet the standard of
care on account of the foregoing consBtuBng an
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objecBvely unreasonable risk of harm which was
foreseeable?
The judge hit a “speed bump” on this line of
thought: there was no tesBmony regarding at
what point Cohen would have had the ability to
see the wigwags ﬂashing from the south-facing
signal lights. Presumably, it was only possible for
him to see Mr. Chand approaching the Crossing
from 50 feet away, but might he have been able
to see the wigwags from a greater distance? If it
were possible to see the wigwags from a distance
that allowed the train to brake in Bme to avoid a
collision, then there would be no objecBvely
unreasonable risk of harm that Southern could
have foreseen: the expectaBon being that, upon
seeing that the signal light was not operaBng, the
conductor would immediately ask the engineer to
stop the train at a safe distance that it could stop
before it entered the Crossing.
In light of this factual gap in the evidence, the
court could not ﬁnd that the plainBﬀ had proven
that Southern violated the standard of care
placed upon it to reasonably maintain the signal
lights at the Crossing.
So Far, So Good For Southern… but…
At this point in the analysis the Court had found
that there was no negligence in the maintenance
of the signal lights. Things would however go
“south” for Southern when the Court analyzed
what it or its employees might have done had it
turned its mind to the possibility of a light system
failure.
Southern’s internal regulaBon, Time Table No. 6,
provided that Cohen was not permiKed to allow
the train to enter the Crossing unless the signal
lights had been ﬂashing for at least 20 seconds. In
addiBon, s. 103 of the Canadian Rail OperaDng
Rules (TC-O-0-53) dealt with public crossings that
are not equipped with automaBc warning
devices, such as signal lights. This rule required
that, if signal lights were not in use at a crossing
working, a conductor was to stop the train and
manually guide it through the Crossing. From a
pracBcal standpoint, a crossing with
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malfuncBoning signal lights was no diﬀerent than
a crossing without signal lights, for the purposes
of the applicaBon of these parBcular Rules. It
followed then, in the judge’s view, that the failure
to either ensure that the train stopped before
entering the Crossing where the signal lights were
oﬀ (as found as maKer of fact by the Court) or to
keep a lookout consBtuted an unreasonable risk
of harm which violated Cohen’s standard of care
placed on him as the train’s conductor.
Did the Breach of the Standard of Care Actually
Cause the Losses Sustained?
In Clements v. Clements (*5) the Supreme Court
of Canada outlined the basic rule on causaBon in
negligence cases as follows:
… On its own, proof by an injured plainBﬀ
that a defendant was negligent does not
make that defendant liable for the loss.
The plainBﬀ must also establish that the
defendant’s negligence (breach of the
standard of care) caused the injury. That
link is causaBon. The test for showing
causaBon is the “but for” test. The plainBﬀ
must show on a balance of probabiliBes
that “but for” the defendant’s negligent
act, the injury would not have occurred.
Inherent in the phrase “but for” is the
requirement that the defendant’s
negligence was necessary to bring about
the injury ― in other words that the
injury would not have occurred without
the defendant’s negligence. This is a
factual inquiry. If the plaintiff does not
establish this on a balance of
probabiliBes, having regard to all the
evidence, her acBon against the
defendant fails. The “but for” causaBon
test must be applied in a robust common
sense fashion….
The trial judge found that “but for” Mr. Cohen’s
failure to meet the requisite standard of care, the
accident would not have occurred, and the
plainBﬀ would not have suﬀered his injuries.
Therefore, the plainBﬀ has established causaBon.
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Was Southern “Vicariously Liable” for Cohen’s
negligence?
With regard to vicarious liability, a useful
summary of the appropriate legal test was
recently provided by this Court in Ari v. Insurance
CorporaDon of BriDsh Columbia (*6):
… An employer is vicariously liable for (1)
employee acts authorized by the
employer or (2) unauthorized acts so
connected with the authorized acts that
they may be regarded as modes of doing
an authorized act…. In other words,
vicarious liability is a strict form of liability
for employers.
The judge found that Southern was clearly liable
for Cohen’s negligence in this case.
The Eﬀect of a Guilty Plea to an IniDal “Charge”,
on one’s Subsequent Law Suit for Damages
On June 22, 2009, Mr. Chand pleaded guilty to a
charge under s. 144 of the Motor Vehicle Act,
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 318 (the “MVA”) for driving a
vehicle without due care and aKenBon. As a
result, a $1,500.00 ﬁne was imposed on him. The
defendants argued that, even if the signal lights
at the Crossing were not operaBng at the
material Bme, Mr. Chand was required by statute
to approach the signals with cauBon. On this
point, they cited s. 185(6) of the MVA which
provides that the driver of a vehicle approaching
the track of a railway must proceed with cauBon
to avoid a collision between the vehicle and an
approaching train. In addiBon, the defendants
argued that Mr. Chand’s guilty plea consBtuted
proof that he was driving erraBcally.
The judge cited the key decision regarding the
eﬀect of a guilty plea in a subsequent proceeding
involving the same facts is Toronto (City) v. CUPE
Local 79, (*7):
I ﬁnd that the case at bar ﬁts within the
excepBon emphasized above in CUPE Local
79 at para. 53. Mr. Chand had no memory
of the collision, and so he could not oﬀer a
full and robust defence. In addiBon, the ﬁne
was quite minor, with the stakes of this

subsequent proceeding being much higher.
In those circumstances, it is not surprising
that Mr. Chand chose to enter a guilty plea.
Consequently, the trial judge found in the
circumstances that Mr. Chand’s guilty plea did
not consBtute proof that he was driving without
due care or aKenBon on the night in quesBon. In
keeping with the independent eyewitness
tesBmony of Mr. Harkness and Mr. Angus, the
judge found that Mr. Chand was not speeding or
driving erraBcally.
Conclusion
On the basis of the foregoing the judge found
that, due to Cohen’s conduct on the night in
quesBon – speciﬁcally, in not following protocol
in traveling through the Crossing with the signal
lights not working - Southern was vicariously
liable in negligence to Mr. Chand. Accordingly
Mr. Chand was able to recover for his damages
on the basis of Cohen’s negligence for whom in
law Southern was responsible.
Gordon Hearn
Endnotes
(*1) 2017 BCSC 660
(*2) 2014 BCCA 297 (CanLII)
(*3) 1999 CanLII 706 (SCC)
(*4) R. in right of Canada v. Saskatchewan Wheat
Pool [1983] 1 S.C.R. 205]
(*5) 2012 SCC 32 (CanLII)
(*6) 2013 BCSC 1308 (CanLII) at para. 68 and 70
(*7) 2003 SCC 63 (CanLII)
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